Fellow Investor,
Corporations across multiple sectors are pouring effort and money into blockchain
operations. For example, the venture capital division of Foxconn has invested $40
million in six blockchain startups to date.
Enterprise-level blockchain applications provide enormous benefits and advantages,
such as facilitating transactions faster, safer and with greater transparency than
conventional systems. But that’s just scratching the surface.
Food suppliers can use blockchain to track food from the instant of harvesting to the
arrival on your local grocery shelves. Insurance companies can deposit a payment
into your bank account within seconds of a medical treatment.
Spending on blockchain by business and government is expected to reach $2.9
billion in 2019—a spike of 89% in just one year.
But how can the ordinary investor find companies that are leveraging blockchain in
meaningful ways?

Introducing Forbes Blockchain 50: Billion-Dollar Babies—the first annual list from
Forbes, which identifies big companies that are committing manpower and capital to
build innovative technology.
When you download your FREE report, you’ll discover companies in nine key
sectors that are leading the way in blockchain technology, including:
•

The pharmacy chain working to improve healthcare while cutting costs for
consumers

•

The transportation company that has already signed 100 organizations to its
global blockchain for shippers

•

The media giant with a blockchain that lets advertisers pinpoint viewer
interest while safeguarding their privacy

Whether you’re familiar with blockchain or you’re a newbie, you’ll learn about the
potential of this transformative technology and where to focus your interest—and
perhaps your own investment dollars. Click here to get your FREE report, Forbes
Blockchain 50: Billion-Dollar Babies, now.

DOWNLOAD MY FREE REPORT

Sincerely,
Charles Morgan
Associate Publisher
Forbes Newsletters
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